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‘…Alphabet and Narration clearly show the direction Michaux’s
aesthetic quest would take: his aim was to reconcile writing and 
drawing, which after all are both attributes of the same line, a line 
that is always liable to become shape or sign, to show or relate, or 
even to hesitate leisurely between the two.’

(Laurent Jenny in Untitled Passages by Henri Michaux, 2000)

Henri Michaux, Alphabet (1927)
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Wacom Inkling drawings



Digitised Wacom Inkling drawing, and 
Illustrator file prepared for vinyl cutting



Adhesive vinyl ‘kit’ of lines

Adhesive vinyl object made from the negative shapes



‘Poem sculpture’, adhesive vinyl on A4 paper











Cavic and Morfill, The naturalness of strange things



Black card cut to make a kit of lines and series of negative shapes



Negative shapes used to construct the interactive object



Interacting with the object

The audience can discover and explore the poem through 
picking up and moving the object, creating a unique 
‘playback’ of the poem through interaction. 

The audio recording of the poem playback is on loop. 
An increase in movement = an increase in volume
There is simple one-to-one mapping of effects, currently 
including reverb, delay and resonators. 

The vibrating motor enables another translation (layered 
reading) of the poem, and further enhances the experience 
of interaction. The vibration is also activated through the 
acceleration of movement when holding the object.



Battery Vibrating motor
Plastic clear enclosure 
(160mm dia) 

Polystyrene

Hardware: Fitted and secured inside a 
polystyrene sphere 

Software:

X-OSC device
Inertial Measurement 
Unit (IMU), consisting  of 
accelerometers, gyroscopes, 
and magnetometers to 
provide orientation

WiFi connectivity 

Battery powered (standard 3.7 
rechargeable) 

Max software 
to capture data through OSC 
protocol, filter and convert into 
MIDI signals

Ableton Live
communicates with MAX through 
MIDI to manipulate sound 





Next steps in developing the work as an 
interactive installation comprising multiple 
objects/poems:

To test new forms of material realisation

To develop the audio and vibro-tactile effects 
for each object in order to produce different 
audio landscapes and experiences.
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